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Buy War Bonds and Stam·ps 

Hull's Address 
In his address to Congress, Secretary of State Hull revealed nothing new with respect to the , terms of the Moscow agreement. This was to have been expected in view of his statement three -·~ days ago that the published document contained all the provisions. But his address was inJorm, ing and inspiring because of the information he ','gave for the first time on the background of the -historic conference. Very significant was his remark: 

rt-• 

""J,. 

The do~inant thought at the conference was that, after the attainment of victory, co-operation among peace-loving nations in support of certain paramount mutual interests. will be almost as compelling in importance and necessity as it is today in support of the war effort . 
In these words Secretary Hull told us that the Moscow conference had succeeded in dispelling 

1'-'- the distrust that has prev/;liled, at least in wide ' public report, as between the Rus1,ians, on the one '·, side, and the :United States and Great Britain, on 
, the other. It was the persistence of this widely prevailing belief, as much as the need of concrete terms of agreement, that brought the conference . about. The conference was not as successful as it might have been in evolving an agreement with specific provisions. There were some weakening omissions. The best that can be said of it is that it is sound basis for a permanent structure. Regardless of how complete the provisions might have been made, however, there could have been little hope of constructive developments .without mutual understanding and confidence. Secretary Hull's. statements about the atmosphere sur'.rounc;ling the conference and the attitude of the Russian people should be taken 'as evidence of good faith on the part of our Soviet allies to join wholeheartedly in the kind of afterwar order that the democracies look forward to. 

War on the Campus 
War has given a.heavy financial blow to those of America'.s institution::; of higher learning that do hot have tax support. In a period when income from endowments was badly cut by low' interest and dividend rates, the military services have taken away a large proportion of the men students · and thus drastically reduced the income from tui., tion. At the same time, the colleges and universi; ties have been expected to expand their courses ' 'of instruction to meet war needs. This situation has been relieved in part by the sending of certain Army and Navy units to the campuses for special training at the expense of the government. But more financial help is needed in most instances. At present Southern Methodist University is engaged in an annual effort to raise 

$80,000 .tor current expenses, supplementing the income from other sources. This will be none too much in view of the university's urgent needs, nor is it much with reference to the educational services that SMU gives the community. ' Since 1940° SMU has •given tuition-free war courses to 14,000 men and women. SMU now has an imposing and efficient plant, 
~ though still 'in need of law and chemistry buildings; and its faculty includes many who have attained nation-wide distinction in their fields. Bui its income from endowment is still relatively small for an institution of , it;, size and service. Until its end0wment can be at least doubled, SMU probably will have to depend on current subscriptions. These should be made generously by those who want to 'see Dallas maintain a position of educational leadership in the Southwest. 
Reducing Fire Losses 

Hope for the curbing of Dallas' recently heavy tire losses is seen in the su'rvey to be made here · in the next two months by Jay Stevens, nationally known expert in fire prevention. Recommendations by Mr. Stevens are expected to include ad-' , ditional training for firemen and extension of civil service regulatici;ns to keep all promotions strictly on a basis of training, experience and other qualifications. At present, examinations for promotion are required only up to the rank of lieutenant. War conditions have hampered fire protection by making 'it almost impossible to obtain additional equipment and by making inroads on the trained personnel of fire departments. Public attention has also been diverted from fire preven'. tion to other civic problems, though the avoidance of destructive fires should be regarded as one of the main factors in keeping up war effort on the home front. Overcrowding of many homes and rooming houses has also increased fire hazards. There is no valid reason why Dallas' bad fire record cannot be remedied and the city placed high on the list in safety from destructive blazes. Improvement must be made promptly if a return to higher rates on fire insurance are to be escaped. If more active attention is given to this problem, uch can be achieved in removing fire hazard nd in increasing the efficiency of \tie fire dep ent. The survey to be made. must \e follo d by action based on its findings. 
Midway Airport 

Just what Mayor I. N. Mccrary of Fort Worth . means when he accuses Dallas of "crow-hopping" in the matter of the Midway Airport is not entirely clear. If he means that Dallas insists upon having the administration building hopped back _:_ to the north central location, then the charge applies especially to Fort Worth because the first hop was from the midway location to the west location at the instance of Fort Worth interests, and even without the knowledge of the Dallas ,Mayor and City Council. The Dallas City Council has never agreed to any site except the one origiI+ally agreed upon and that is the north central location which, in addition to being upon the main highway easily accessible to both cities, is declared to be more suitable topographically for the development of the field. The building of the airport on the west side· would have~ required much grading and the construction of two expensive highways. From the standpoint of engineering, the midway position is best. From the standpoint of convenience to the two cities it is best, From the standpoint of · future development it is best because it permits construction in both directions. Dailas agreed originally to use of the midway field although Dallas will supply from two thirds 

to four fifths of the business. Dallas agreed to the use of the field although locating it at the midway point places it entirely in Tarrant County and entirely in the jurisdiction of the Tarrant County Commissioners with respect to the building of roads and in other improv·ements that may vitally-affect future developments. Dallas protested only when the administration building was moved to the west side where it would face _a road leading from Fort Worth and dead-ending at that point. · 
Secretary of Commerce Jones in his recent letter recommended the midway point as being bes,t for all concerned and expressed the hope that the. two ~ities would settle their differences and permit the work to go ahead. The Dallas City Council had, in the meantime, decided to ask that the field be committed only to through traffic, but it now drops this request. The field, as proposed under Secretary Jones' recommendation, is equally advantageous to the two cities. Secretary Jones' ruling was a fair and impartial one. Dallas is ready to co-operate with Fort Worth on the basis of it. 

In the Mediterranean 
The loss of Leros Wednesday and the yielding up of Cos a short time previously by the British forces in the eastern Mediterranean have brought a wave of criticism in the British press. In fact, there has recently been popular British criticism of the entire Mediterranean campaign as proceeding too slowly. Leros and Cos a;re the two most valuable of the three Dodecanese, Islands that have been held by the British. Their recapture by the Nazis not only entails the loss of air and submarine bases in that region but probably will adversely influence Turkey in its present wavering with respect to future war policy. Possibly the British press is too quick to criti, cize military leadership. There may be very sound reasons for the British failure that, for good military causes, have never been released to the public. However, a question mark with respect to the Mediterranean campaigns is crystallizing in the public mind in both Great Britain and the United States, whether or not there is justification for it. 
It was a little more than four years ago that Great Britain was precipitated into the war and it was a little more than three years ago that we began our own intensive preparations· for war by the passage of the first multibillion appr:opriation bill and the Selective Service Act. .,The AngloAmerican war effort in this period has marshaled to the· colors something 'like fourteen million men.· Upward of 150 billion dollars have been spent in the accumulation of 'the greatest and best military supplies in the world. 
It may be ' that thetre are Mediterranean operations in the offing that will spell quick disaster for the Na:zis. It has been part of the AngloAmerican policy to spare no expense in preparations. It is a wise strategy. It has saved the lives of many of our fighting men. Possibly the · great . weight of the Anglo-American strength is now poised for an attack on w~stern Europe at a propitious moment. But the British al')d American public is becoming increasingly conscibus of the difference between the effectiveness of the Rus: sian armies agaipst Germany's more than 200 di-. visions and the slow progress of Anglo-American command in the campaign against "the soft underbelly." By next spring, there should be wholesale evidence .for popular judgment and our guess is that it will be the kind of evidence that we have been so devoutly praying for. Until that time, at least, !cmblic cdticism should, be withheld. 

Unsolved Youth Probl.em 
Today's forgotten man is not the jobless worker. but the restless youth who is still too young ct for military service. Equally neglected, if not more so, is his sister, who is deprived of normal social life by the absence of eligible young men in the Army and Navy. More than i,500,000 American youngsters have left high school for war jobs most of which will not last beyond the armistice. Many boys and girls will be cast adrift when peace comes. •' 
Delinquency is on the rise in every city, especially among girls. A special court in New York City that deals with wayward girls of sixteen to twenty-one has had its number of cases doubled in the last two years. ' Hundreds of girls of thirteen to eighteen have been working as street prostitutes, and still larger numbers have been chasing after soldiers and sailors without thought of compensation fo/ their favors. Many of those taken to court are found pregnant, and a still' larger number have syphilis or gonorrhea. Dallas, with more than 200 cases of juvenile delinquency handled in court in a single month, · is no exeeption to this rising tide. Burglary and th~ft account for many .of these cases, but:it is no secret that sex laxity among the young has become alarming here and that the· increase in venereal diseases is disgraceful and dangerous. 

If as much effort were spent in providing wholesome recreation for the young as in entertaining servicemen on leave, much might be done to correct this situation. The main need in many instances, however, is for more guidance on the part of parents who have. become negligent of their children's welfare. 

Goods I or Civilians 
No justification for complacency can be found in the current scaling down, renegotiation and cancellation of war contracts. True, this is good news for civilian consumers in a time when many store shelves are about to become bare, but it does not warrant any letup in the war ef_fort. Shortages of materials and manpower will cause pinches in many kinds of civilian goods for some time, though efforts are being made to relieve these conditions. With stockpiles of certain war materials now fficient for a decade, some munitions plants h,._.e been closed and others are operating on fewer shifts. But the production of planes and some other war equipment is still increasing, and 

continued calls by draft boards tend to keep the manpower situation tight. The plight of civilians is being partly relieved, however, by the manufacture of mechanical refrigerators, plastic alarm clocks and a few other items; and more relief of this kind is promised. 
The civilian's outlook for more and better commodities hinges largely on the time needed to bring Germany to her knees. When victory is achieved in Europe, the production of civilian goods here can gradually be accelerated, since military needs for the war against Japan will be much less than those for a two-hemisphere war. To pile up supplies excessively would be to invite obsolescence. But we cannot foresee how soon Hitlerism will fall; and, until it does, we shall have to make old things last. 
DeGaulle's self-starter seems to be working well again. 
When that channel crossing is attempted, hell's-a-poppin' will mean what it implies. 


